
Top tips for encouraging imaginative play
There are as many different types of imaginative play as there are children.

Here are some ideas for you to try to encourage imaginative play.

Café Hairdresser Hospital/ 
animal surgery/

dentist

Airport/ 
magic carpet

Different 
shops

Forest 
camping 
centre

Rainforest
Seaside cave

Pirate ship/
space ship

Night-time/
dark zone

Role-play

Role-play helps children understand the world  

around them through pretending to be other people, 

animals and superheroes. You can set up an  

imaginative play area that is created from observing  

children’s interests.

Role-play encourages mark making, using numbers,  

letters, promoting communication skills and imaginative play.

When thinking about resourcing a role-play area, consider all the senses: 

use special lighting and recorded sounds or instruments to create sound.

Here are some examples of imaginative play when you make your creative areas.

Think about making your  
dressing up corner or basket more 
theatrical by providing curtains for 
a stage set, as well as resources to 
make tickets for a performance.
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Storytelling

A good way to ignite children’s  

imaginations to get them started 

in different types of play is to tell 

them a story, or to make a story  

together. Agree characters,  

a setting, and a central  

question or a problem for  

the characters to solve,  

or something they need  

to find out.

Block play

The open-ended nature of  

blocks is brilliant for imaginative 

play. You can collect different  

types and sizes of blocks,  

including empty food packets  

and boxes.

Why don’t you add small world 

people, animals and vehicles  

and provide clipboards, paper,  

pencils, and tape measures to  

encourage mark making?



Think about how  
superhero play in your  

setting can be fostered and made  
positive. Children can learn about  

conflict resolution and about  
what being a real-world  

hero means.

How can I encourage imaginative play?
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(continued)

Outdoor play

Small world play

Children like the chance to act out experiences 

and situations using small world resources, 

such as farms, zoos, jungles, domestic pets, and 

people. You can create settings for your animal 

and people characters, and make sure you include 

young and old (or big and small) representations, 

so that children can make families.

Take small world resources outside and create 

settings and worlds for them in your sandpit, 

water play area or under a tree.

Imaginative music 

and movement
Superhero 

play

Think about your outdoor  
area and trips into the natural  

world. What can you do to foster  
children’s imaginations and to  

make them more magical?

Outdoor environments allow plenty of room for 

imagination with space for painting on large pieces 

of paper, drama and movement with props and 

lengths of material, den building, and role-play in 

areas such as builders’ yards, or garden centres.

Think about how  
you use music in your setting.  
Some people use it to introduce  
activities or times of the day,  

for example tidy up time, or to create  
a peaceful start or end to the day.  
See if you can get hold of sound  
effects, such as rain, or animal  

sounds to create drama and spark 
imagination.

Children move naturally when they are imagining 

and taking on the role of another person, animal, 

or inanimate object, such as a tree. Music and 

sound can be a fantastic resource for stimulating 

imagination, creating mood and atmosphere as 

well as inspiring movement.

In a world where children can feel  

small and vulnerable, becoming  

a superhero in imaginative play  

can make them feel brave and in  

control of their world.


